
Year 11 Revision 
MRS BROWN & MISS PRINCE



Hello! Aim of video! 
 Hi everyone....

 Help you with revision, help, tips and pointers.  

 Help with specific subjects

 Give you a little more detail.

 Give you a gentle nudge in the right direction.

 Please click on the links attached for every subject and some revision 
ideas. 



Target Grades

 Have you got your target grades? These should have arrived in the post?

 This is to help you understasnd what you could get and what you need to 
put on your college/ sixth form./ apprenticeship application form. You 

should be starting to think about this. 

 If you haven’t received this or if you have just binned it..... Ask for another 
or find it and use it!



Revision Guides 

 Do you have any?

 Pick them up?

 Use them?

 Ask staff?

 Use on line resources, books/ the library.

 Show my homework.

 Gcse Pod

 Hegarty maths.... 



Are you revising? How do 
we revise?

 Do you have a revision timetable? Click on the link to see how to make a revison 
timetable. 

 It is never too early to revise.... But it could be too late. 

 Have a look at the powerpoints in the revision section.

 Tips for revision. Mind maps.

 Spider diagrams.

 Sticky notes

 The link system 



What else can we do?

 It sounds simple... However.

 SLEEP

 EAT WELL/ DRINK WATER

 EXERCISE

 This will help you to focus in lessons. 

 Attend school unless absolutely necessary. Be punctual to all lessons. 

 Listen to staff, they have a wealth of experience and have been through 
this before. 



Intervention 
Attend all sessions.

Get in. Stop messing about and focus.

 Staff want you there so you can catch up and 
make as much progress as possible.

Get your mask on and get to intervention. 



Good luck
 We really do want you to do well...... Even though we 

shout at you on a daily basis..

 MASK!!!! 

 But good luck. Let us know if you need anything. 


